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An acrostic is a poem (or other form of writing) in which the first letter (or syllable, or word) of
each line (or paragraph, or other recurring feature in the text. Primary Resources - free
worksheets, lesson plans and teaching ideas for primary and elementary teachers. Highlight the
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ow (long o) worksheets and resources Worksheets, interactive activities and other resources to
help TEENren learn to read and spell words containing the 'ea' long. Free printable phonics
sheets for teaching vowel digraphs in ESL/EFL. Choose a phoneme. A word containing a gap
will appear in the sand. Listen to Colin the Clam say the complete word then click.
Did you know that ou can also make that sound ? Like in the word out. Have a look at all the ow
and ou words below. Results 1 - 20 of 34969. Included are six phonics poems for the targeted
teaching of diphthongs ow, ou and oi, oy. Let the .
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Find words with -ow- and -ou- in this easy-to-read, eight-page minibook. Words include, "cloud,
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Words using the spelling and reading letter patterns (ow) and (ou) with the same sound as heard
in cow.
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Did you know that ou can also make that sound ? Like in the word out. Have a look at all the ow

and ou words below.
Choose a phoneme. A word containing a gap will appear in the sand. Listen to Colin the Clam
say the complete word then click. Find words with -ow- and -ou- in this easy-to-read, eight-page
minibook. Words include, "cloud, cow, round, brown, flower, loud, and owl. Students can color
the.
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